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Graduated from Centrale Lyon, Jérôme Valat founded and managed Oxya, a

leader in SAP outsourcing and technical consulting. He co-founded Cleyrop, a

publisher of a turnkey, sovereign and secure Data & AI platform and winner

of the French Tech 2030 award. Jérôme Valat is also a start-ups mentor for the

IME.
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2024: Regulation and Cyber-Surveillance, a Pivotal Year for the
Cloud Market

While 2024 is undoubtedly the year of generative AI, it will also be decisive for cloud providers,

both due both to their direct contributions to the issue of AI and through the creation or

modi�cation of certain regulations.

Read the edito

https://incyber.org/en/2024-regulation-cyber-surveillance-pivotal-year-cloud-market/


           

           

"Deepfakes, or the art of digital deception"

Welcome to another episode of “InCyber Décrypte”, where we plunge into a digital universe that

blurs the boundaries between reality and �ction. Today we explore a phenomenon that is as

fascinating as it is worrying: deepfakes, or the art of digital deception.
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OSINT in the judicial process:
a growing phenomenon

From collecting open-source evidence to

presenting it in court, challenges persist.

However, several tools and initiatives are

emerging to facilitate and enhance OSINT’s

integration into the judicial framework.

Read the article

AI: how is it impacting the
cyber security professions?

In the �eld of information system security,

which roles are most a�ected by the

emergence of arti�cial intelligence? Here is a

close-up look at �ve of them.

Read the article

The 2024 Olympics: is
algorithmic video

“Cyberpunk: Edgerunners”:
an anime series that treats
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surveillance a danger?

Some see the technology being tested at the

2024 Olympic Games as a slippery slope

toward a society of widespread surveillance.

Others believe that it poses no danger.

Which is true?

Read the article

the human body like any
other product

Inspired by the “Cyberpunk 2077” video

game, this series is the chronicle of a disaster

foretold in a world where all the �ne

technocentric ideas seem to have become

the stu� of nightmares.

Read the article
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Forum InCyber 2024: Book your themed guided tour

March, 26 to 28

Experience a unique and immersive journey at the InCyber Forum with InCyber Tours in

partnership with the HUB Institute (Digital & Positive Impact accelerator).
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Contact : contact@incyber.fr

With InCyber Tours, o�er your executive committee, employees, clients, prospects, and

partners a tailored and immersive experience. Our guided tours will allow you to explore

behind the scenes of the InCyber Forum, meet key players, and identify current cybersecurity

issues.

More information
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